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WEEKLY FOCUS 
 

 

The changing dynamics of Civil Services Examination highlights that understanding of a particular 
topic in itself is not sufficient, a candidate must be able to link it to various other relevant topics of 
the syllabus as well. We have tried to address this need through our new initiative ‘Issue this week’. 

It is our weekly document which will cover one major topic holistically including its static and 
dynamic components along with various possible aspects and dimensions related to it. Topics 
covered under this series will comprise those issues which: 

➢ have been in news regularly over a period of time and have seen multiple developments on 
the issue. 

➢ have a background which needs to be explained and are also connected to the current events. 

In order to bring more ease to the reader in comprehending the topic, we will cover different 
dimensions of a particular topic by drafting questions. It will offer insights into a topic based on 
the core questions of: What, When, Where, Why and How and will also help the aspirants to get an 
idea as to on what lines should a topic be studied. 

As an add on, aspirants will also find use of mind maps, flow diagrams and other such 
schematics along with the key data and keywords which can be used for revision in general and 
can also be used directly in the examination to improve the presentation and visibility of their 
answers. 

The consolidated and comprehensive information provided in this weekly document will certainly 
establish a strong foundation for the study of a given topic. This would also indirectly help aspirants 
in reducing the time required in referring various sources and collecting information so that they 
can give more time for understanding, learning and revising the topic.  
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